BE GREAT
Build Great Digital Products

THE JOB: SOFTWARE DEVELOPER
Do you still get choked up over a line of clean code? We still get verklempt over
solving problems. If you’re a programmer with a few years of experience, we should
talk.
AWH is a 23-year old software engineering firm – with a young attitude. Our
programmers change the world one software product at a time. You can, too.

CAN YOU DO THIS?
Code by hand without the help of an editor
Take a whiteboard concept and turn it into a streamlined, secure website
Troubleshoot and debug legacy software
Build UX-savvy admin interfaces
Develop interactive, efficient user screens utilizing the JavaScript library
Research and test software functionality and performance
Out Google-fu all your peers
Score upticks on your Stack Overflow answers

DO YOU HAVE?
Experience with .NET programming (prefer C#)
Experience in web development using JavaScript, HTML5, and CSS
Strong SQL skills and experience with relational database design
Experience in analysis, requirements development, creation, implementation and
ongoing maintenance in an Agile environment
At least two years of programming experience
Must have a valid green card or be a U.S. citizen to be considered for the role
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If you’re stuck in a coding cubicle and feel constrained by legacy systems. Maybe
change won’t be as scary as you think.
If you got this far, we should talk.
Send us your resume in PDF format along with salary requirements and a link to a
GitHub, BitBucket, or other developer account/profile
AWH offers health, dental, vision and retirement benefits. You must be willing to pass
a criminal, financial and drug screen background check.
Interested? Check out these serious perks:
Bored much? If you want to develop with outdated languages and sit in a cubicle,
forget working here.
An excellent vacation policy. (We can’t tell you about it unless you make the cut.)
Flex hours. (Nice.)
On-site client embeds. Forward facing client contact? Now that’s a resume builder.
No drama, stable company. We run multiple projects for clients so when you’re
done with one you get to work on something else.
Average developer tenure – six years. Longest tenure – 17 years. Ask us why.
Have you sent your rez yet? PDF format with salary requirements.
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